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RELATIONSHIP iT1'..:FF PMTERN OF ACHIUF:Flj

ANO !TLF-IC)[AL

On the basis o fseff-cloncepf th::ory of aca(!c!«ic performance

. ,(Brookovcr,. 1959; Lecky, 1961 ;Ropers , 1959), a significant relationship

may be postulated To exist.between pattern of achievement (defined here

as under-achievement, average achievement and over-achievement) and self-

ideal congruence, Some investigations reported in the illerature lend

support to this hypothesiS (Coopersmith, 1959; Hanlen et. al., 1954;

Perkins, 1958; Turner and Vanderlippe, 1958). The present study was

designed to investigate the relationship between pattern of achievement

and self-ideal congruence. For the purpose of this study self-ideal

congruence was inferred from (a) discrepancies between placements of ratings

on the perceived-self and,ideal-self scales and (b) correlations between

ratings on the perceived-self and ideal-self scales (Gill and D'Oyley, 1968).

SAMPLE SELECTION

The study sample (consisting of under-achievers, average achievers

and over-achievers) was selected from 1,424 Grade 9 students who were enrolled

in the Art and Science courses in five high schools in the City of Toronto.

Their scores on the Canadian Academic Aptitude Test were used to develop

regression equations for predicting their final average marks by school

and sex. The standard error of estimate was used to establish limits, Under-

and over-achievers were defined as those students whose final average

marks were, respectively, lower or higher than tiheir predicted marks by at

least one standard error of estimate. Studentsishowing minimum discrepancies
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were designalnd av,-;racr. achieyeH. 1 It Acction -recedure nernittod the

control of mental akility (-1;-3Hs 1 and 7) and the isolation of ..,ubgroups

that wore signifi..:antly diffc,rent with re.:ard to final average narks.

(Tables 3 and 4). The selected ,grouns were also found to bu s;nilar with

respect to chronoloaical age.

In the sample, 66 boys and68 girls were selected in each achievement.

group. Each group was further divided into four ability levels according to

the students' I.Q.'s as measured by the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability.

METHOD

Two measures of self-ideal congruence, namely, discrenancy scores

and self-ideal correlations, were obtained for each student included in the

criterion groups. The first measure was based on absolute differences

between students' ratings on the perceived-self and ideal-self scales (Gill

and D'Oyley, 1968), and the second upon correlations between the perceived-

self and ideal-self ratings. 'leans and standard deviations of discrepancy

scores were computed for each subgroup determined by pattern of achievement

and ability level. Two-way analysis of variance technique was applied to

determine the significance of the mean differences among the various subgroups.

A separate analysis was carried out for each sex. The analysis of discrepancy

scores was continued further in terns of their qualitative nature and their

deviations from the normative mean.

In order to obtain another independent criterion of self-ideal

congruence, a correlation coefficient between ratings on the perceived-self

and ideal-self was computed for ,each student included in the study. The

range and median of the correlations were computed for each of the

achievement groups and for the total group. The size of the self-ideal
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in cc:Th.-J.-wit:on with ;.!:. 11,Yion crwroktion thn nrou

was w-7,od get an nl of Vv.: sr:If -1;1:11 con-;rucncn. Chi

square tes t's of indety.md!:nce na to dotormiwJ relation'Aip b.ytwc,an

v ! cf *cnpatt,Irnof :3chie, n v n ,

Further details of The onlys6s c:Irried out ere (1iven below alonc

with the hypotheses that were statistically t:-Isted.

Self-Ideal Congruence as Inferred from
Discrepancy Scores and its Relationship
with Pattern of Ach I evement

Hypothesis 1. The under-, average, and over-achievers show
significant differences among themselves with respect to
their self-ideal congruence as measured by discrepancy scorns.
It is predicted that under-achievers tend to obtain higher
means on discrepancy scores than over-achievers.

A discrepancy score was computed for each student by summing

the absolute differences of his perceived- and ideal-self ratings on the Self-

Concept Scale. Means and standard deviations Of discrepancy. scores for the

various subgroups are presented in Table 5 and 7 for boys and girls

respectively.

Boys. As expected, the mean of discrepancy scores for under-achieving

boys (52.3) was highest, followed by those for average (42.4) and over-

achievers (37.7). The means of discrepancy scores for under-, average,

and over-achievers were found to be significantly different at the .01 level

(Table 6). A consistent rise in the mean of discrepancy scores was noted

with increase in ability level, suggesting en inverse relationship.

between self ideal congruence and mental ability. The analysis showed

that the mean, differences among groups of various ability levels were

significant_beyond the .01 level (Table 6). This finding is a reflection

of the fact that boys' concepts of ideal-self were found to be positively



rc:kIled lo mmtal hwv,-)r, no such rintion:,hi o!Jsc:ry

ff)r crinceni,; c.); 1Q68). Ther(Iforo, th

discre,-,ancy Ir-!1-w7n the pJ.,,rcivoj- ;rld idoi-self ,.;cores would ills.t(xd.

to rise with mcntal ahility.

The interaction htwcon ability level and achjevemont pattern

was found to 1:e statistically sinnificant at the .01 level.- As indicated

in Fig. 1. the lines representing the moan scores of under-, average,

and over-achievers. in the various ability levels cannot be considered to be

parallel to one another within the limits of random sampling. The shapes-

of the graphs for average and over achievers were somewhat similar, and

parallel for the first three quarters of ability level after which they

converged. The drop in the mean scores of under-achievers in the upper

quarter of ability level is. also noteworthy.

Girls. The analysis of discrepancy scores for girls also suggested

the possibility of significant relationship between the pattern of

achievement and self-ideal congruence. As shown in Table 7, the mean of

discrepancy scores for under-achieving girls (52.1) was highest, followed

by those for average (46.3) and over-achievers (38.9). It may be mentioned

here that high discrepancy scores were assumed to be indicative of low

self-ideal congruence. The F ratio (7.91) is significant beyond the .01

level (Table 8). Unlike that for boys, the discrepancy between perceived-

and ideal-self for girls was not significantly related to mental ability.

Although the mean of discrepancy scores for girls (45.8) was somewhat higher

than the mean score for boys (44.1), the mean difference was not statistically

significant. The null hypothesis of no significant differences among the
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Fig. 1.--Means of discrepancy scores between perceived-
self and ideal-self for under-, average, and over-achieving boys
pt each level of menial ability showing interaction between acniove-
ment pattern and mental ability.

mean scores of under-, average, and over-achievers was rejected for both

sexes.

Hypothesis 2. Significant differences exist among under-,
average, and over-achievers with respect to the deviation
of their discrepancy scores from the group mean.

In order to test the above hypothesis, the analysis of discrepancy

scores was continued in terms of the deviation from the normative mean

of the total number of students included in the study. Scores closer

to the total mean were presumed to be indicative of high self-ideal

consistency, and those further away of low self-ideal congruence. On the

basis of the magnitude of the deviation of individual discrepancy scores

from the group mean, three deviation grouns were identified within each

achievement pattern. The deviation groups were:

1) Discrenancy score greater than the group mean by at least
one standard deviation;
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2) Discrenlncy scorn Is 1,r-m tho grow) by at le.:Ist

one standard deviation;

3) Discren,mcy score rang,- of ± one
deviltion frpl f lrC mr,an.

rids. A, indicated in Table 0, the nerc(TitnT,-, of students with

discrepancy scores falling .sithin ± ono standard deviation or the moan

iqas highest for over-achievers (82'1), followed by that for average (76)

and underachievers (52%). On the other hand, students with discrepancy

scores greater than the total mean were represented largely among the

under-achievers (29%) and only lightly among the over-achievers (3%).

The under-, average, and over-achievers did not show marked variations

among themselves with respect to discrepancy scores lower than the group

mean. The significance of the apparent relationship between pattern of

achievement and deviation of discrepancy scores was determined by applying

the chi square technique. The computed value of chi square (28.41,

df = 4) is significant beyond the .01 level.

Girls. The pattern of distribution for girls (Table 10) was somewhat

different from that noted for boys. The percentage of students whose

scores fell within ± one standard deviation from the mean was highest for

average achievers (785), followed by that for over- (715) and under-

achievers (635). The proportion of students with discrepancy scores less

than the mean (indicating high self-ideal congruence) was higher for over-

achievers (225) than for under-achievers (105). Students with discrepancy

scores greater than the mean were represented very lightly among over-

achievers (75), but more heavily among under-achievers (275!). The

significance of the observed relationship between achievement pattern

and deviation of discrepancy scores was tested by performing the chi

square test of independence. The null hypothesis of no relationship

between the two modes of classification was rejected, at the .01 level

7
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l'ueref ' 1 ". I' :nd

The foreleiee e!lelyels of Tee '.Ii5erepnev eeeres lo unfold

the nualittive neture C)i t!-:e eeleideel diecrepPncies. In of her words,

the data did not reveal whether the lereer discronncies were

due enre to hioh rFei-ing,: on the ideal-self scale and low ratings on the

perceived-self scale or the same difference obtained by higher ratings

on the perceived self than the ideal- -self, or a combination of both. In

order to obtain some indication of the qualitative nature of the discrepancy

scores, the responses on the perceived-self and ideal-self items were

compared in terms of their similarity and non-similarity. The total

number of item pairs were classified into three .categories:

1) Perceived higher than ideal;

2) Perceived lower than ideal:.

3) Perceived and ideal the same.

Items related to .school program (six in total) were not taken into account

in determining self-ideal congruence. Thus the total number of comparisons

possible per student was 59, resulting in a total of 12,036 comparisons for

each sex.

Hypothesis 3. There are significant differences among under-,
average, and over-achievers with respect to the nature of the
relationship between perceived self and ideal-self. It is

predicted that the proportion of items showing perfect consistency
between the Perceived- and ideal-self scales is higher for over-
achievers than for under-achievers.

in order to test Hypothesis 3, the total number of items compared

were classified according to the respondent's pattern of achievement



111c: ffaiin -) cif 1 hr: ie): !,(7! )f id(ri I -

F,olf. As indict(!d in ThLlw. 11 Dnd 11,(-,:.t 42(,:, of lho showpri

idnntical ralincs on tiio scal(s. Yne-

tihdi pronrtions nT H,s (/",7 for boys anA rit) for girls) were

rated Hwer on thc r)orceivcd-5Hf ti(.'- The pro:iortIon

of itiqs with hiryir. nytin,-!s on the norceivod-self was only for boys

and for girls.

As expected, the pH-centage of items showinp simi larity of respon-

dent's ratings on the perceived- and ideal-self scales was highest for

over-achievers and lowest for under-achievers. This finding was true of

both sexes. On the other hand., the proportion of items with discrepancies

resulting from lower perceived-self ratings than ideal-self ratings was

highest among under-achievers, then average and over-achievers. Again,

this finding was true of each sex; the discrepancies among the relative

proportions were, however, more marked for boys than girls. About 20%

of the item sets fOr over-achieving boy's were rated higher on the

perceived-self scale than the ideal-self scale, as compared to only

10% and 125 for average and under achieving boys (Table 11). For

girls, however, the sets of items with higher ratings on the perceived-

self than the ideal-self scale were almost evenly distributed among the

three patterns of achievement. The computed chi square values of 348.56 for

boys and 100.33 for girls are significant beyond anydoubt of chance.

Self-Ideal Congruence as indicated by
Self-Ideal CorrelatiOn and.its Relationship
with Pattern of Achievement ,

Another independent criterion of self-acceptance or self-ideal congruence

was obtained by correlating each student's ratings on statements descriptive

9



of r i l h ralin.; (-1 :hi; dj::nt

crIncernirn 1 he . c 1 er; I1 -5elf. The correhylion cogffioicnt betye,..in

vnlue53 bssinn?fl by a sinrs.le individu7)I is referred to as

The self-Hnal correlation was con'i;irier.1-:r;

to nive ,-..asure of :An inc'ividual's self-11 corvirunce.

The foll,minl hypothesis %les formulated:

Uypothesis 4. The pattern of achievement is significantly related
to the level of consistency, or congruence, '..,et..leen the perceived-

self and ideal-self inferred from the size of the self -ideal
correlation. It is predicted that students with self-ideal
correlations equal to or higher than the group median are representc-J
predominantly among over-achievers. Conversely, students with
self-ideal correlations lower than the group median are expected
to be lightly represented among over-achievers and heavily among
under-achievers.

Accordingly, a correlation coefficient (product-moment r) was computed

for each student included in the study sample. These correlations were

classified according to pattern of achievement and summarized in terms

of their range, median, and number of significant and negative cor'elations

for under-, average, and over-achievers in Tables 13 (boys) and 14 (girls).

As indicated in these tables, the median value of correlations for the

combined groups of boys as well as girls was .37. ,.The range of correlations

for boys (-.15 to .8'1) was somewhat lower than for girls (-.23 to .95).

The medians of self-ideal correlations for the over-achievers

(.43 'for each sex) were higher than those obtained for the under- achievers

(.22 for boys and .29 for girls). Further, the number of significant

correlations was also highest for over-achievers. Negative self-ideal

correlations, implying complete lack of harmony between the perceived-self

and ideal -self, were more commonly associated with under - achievement rather

than over-achievement (13 as opposed to 1). These data clearly indicate

1p
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that on a continuum of self-idell corior inior frv,1

of the self-ideal correlations, thy- unr;,-r- i. vors ,wich

than the over-achievers.

The analysis of the corroLition,,,I rilta v!a: furtller

in an attemnt to test tho null hynnthe,:ds ;Js )1torrnfiv to

Hypothesis 4. The self-idoal correlations wore to oLMin on

index of the level of congruence between an individualis 7)erceived-

self and ideal-self. A comparison of an individual's selfideli

correlation with the median correlation of the grouo hermitted some

indication of the level of consistency between his nerceived-self

and ideal-self. Thus two levels of consistency,namely, "lower than thn

median" and "equal to or higher than the median" of the group, were

identified.. The students included in the study sample were further

classified according to pattern of achievement and level of congruence

between perceived-self and ideal-self in order that the relationship

between these two modes of classification could be examined.

As indicated in Tables 15 and 16 the self-ideal correlations for 68

percent of the under-achievers were lower than the median correlations

of the total .group, whereas the percentanes of over-achievers in this

category were only 38 and 40 for boys and girls respectively. As

expected, students with self--ideal correlations equal to or higher than

the group median were most predominant among over-achievers, suggesting

a higher level of self-ideal congruence for over-achievers. The chi

square procedure was carried out to determine the statistical significance

of the apparent relationship between pattern of achievement and level of

congruence between the perceived-self and ideal -self. The null hypothesis

of no relationship between these two variables was rejected at the .01

level for each sex. Hypothesis 4 was therefore sustained.

11
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2. ti : a silnificent end 2,7sitivo reWinnshi w:Js found

to exist betw,!eu di!].Crenncy su.wes and mental

3. The nattarn of achievement was significantly related to the

deviation of discrepancy scores from the group mean. The fact that

students with discropancy scores greater than the grow) mean ware represented

more predominantly among under achievers than among over-achivers hnelies

a higher level of self-ideal congruence for the latter group. The opposite

trend (discrepancy scores lower than the group mean haino representative

more of over-achievers than under-achievers), however, was true only of

girls.

4. The nature of the relationship between perceived- -self and ideal-self,

defined in terms of the number of items showing identical or discrepant

ratings, was found to be significantly related to the pattern of achievement.

The proportion of items showing similarity of respondents' ratings on the

perceived-self and ideal-self scales was higher among over-achievers than

among under-achievers.

5. The pattern of achievement was significantly related to the level of

congruence between the perceived-self and ideal-self as indicated by

the size of self-ideal correlations. Students with self-ideal correlations

equal to or higher than the group median were represented heavily among

over-achievers and students with low self-ideal correlations were represented

more predominantly among under-achievers.

12
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i!; 'in I f i nc:d

in of di,,craAncy solr-ideal corri:lation . T

that low level of convuenc was coo- -ly ?issoci: with under-

achievement suggcsl.s that 1 he conceal' of self-ideal congruence is

potentially relevant in the identification and remedLtion of under-

achievement. The procedures used for acisessini self-idenl congruence

Place the nature of the self-concept in sufficiently concrete terms to

be meaningful to school teachers and quidnnce counsellors.

The instrument and procedures used in the study can be employed for

assessment of non-cognitive learning pertaining to self-ideal congruence.

Such procedures built into the testing program can help to determine

individual differences and learner needs in the affective domain. School

personnel opert-Li-i-n---5ue14--a frame of reference would be concerned with

providing apprOpriate learning environments to promote and foster adequate

and realistic self-concepts in students. Also, procedures used for

measuring self -ideal congruence can contribute to the evaluation of

Programmes designed to develop realistic self-concepts.

Furthermore, the consistency of findings in the hypothesized direction

lends support to the theory behind the study as well as to the construct

validity of the instrument used in the study (Cronbach and Hoch!, 1955).

The results also provide statistical evidence pertaining to the discriminant

validity of the- self-concept scale in differentiating students showing

varied patterns of achievement.
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TAB

HENZ Ng) STA:.)APJ.)

OVER

7:7,Z

Cf rop,

i0 SE;K OF STULNT

Bfin,15.; 411'

AVE,Y,-,E AND

ArJlIovm..:nt Group

Mean SO Mo6n SD

Under-Achiever 66 112.01 9.57 62 11;3.61 10.68

Average Achiever 68 112.35 9.14 68 113.64 9.98

Ove1--Achiever 64 113.05 11.03 67 113.61' 11.51

Combiner Gr'oup
. 198 . 112.46 9.98 197 113.62. 19.69

aAs measured by Henmon-Nelson Test of t.'enial Ability - Form A.

b
For a few students designated as under- and over-achievers lQs
were not available,

TABLE 2

TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF. VARIANCE OF 1QS AS I.I.EASURED BY

HER ON- NELSON TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY - FORM A

than
Square F

.12

Source of Variation df

Sum of
Squares

Sjenificance
of F Ratio

...... -

Among Groups: 5 168.74 33.75 .32 n.s..

Typo of Student 2 19.75 9.88 .10 n.s.

Sex 1 132.82 1'52.82 1.24 n.s.

Interaction 2 .16.17 8.09 .08 n.s.

Within 389 41,595.53 106.93

Total 394 41 264.27

14
.....
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TABLE 3

MEANS AND STANDArD DEVIATIOS OF FINAL AVERAGE
MARKS FM UNDER-, AVEAGE, AND OVER-
ACHIEVERS ACCORDING TO SEX OF STUDENT

Boys Girls
Achievement Group

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Under-Achiever 68 41.40 7.91 68 45.25 7.11

Average-Achiever 68 60.94 6.01 68 62.07 6.01

Over-Achiever 68 75.19 6.98 68 75.41 6.90

Combined Group 204 59.18 15.56 204 60.91 14.07

TABLE 4

TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FINAL AVERAGE MARKS

Source of Variation df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square F

Significance
of F Ratio

Among Groups: 5 70,522.79 14,104.56 295.94 (.001

Type of student 2 69,972.81 34,986.41 734.08 <.00I

Sex 1 307.15 107.15 6.44 <.05

Interaction 2 242.83 121.42 2.55 n.s.

Within 402 19,160.42. 47.66

Total . 401 89,683.21

15



A')ility Level

Qiirfer

1. hi.

.....

________ _ .._......___

A....1j,:..v:r

..
..._ ............._.........._...

SD

Achiever

...

_.__________.........._.

II-an SD

. (7,T,rcolc.)

(11.-?.01)
...

__________.

f:wIn SO

36.1 24.9 39.3 15.1 .L4.9 17.3 36.9 19.3

Nddle Quarter
(N=51) 46.6 19.6 44.5 18.0 35.4 10.9 42.2 17.0

!--I.7iddlo Quarter

(N.,,51) 70.4 23.5 40,0 17.0 34.6 12.2 48.3 23.9

(,or Quarter
(N=51) 56.0 23.7 45.2 17.9 45.9 12.4 49.0 18.9.

.-----.
Combined Levels

(N--.204) 52.3 25.8 42.4 16.9 37.7 14.0 44.1 20.4

aTa1,:on in terms of the absolute difference between raw scores on the
perceived-self and ideal-self scales.

TABLE 6

TW-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DISCRErANCY SCORFSa - BOYS

°.,,urce of Variation clf Sum of Squares V.eon Square F Rotio

i.!.,eng Groups: 20,312.10 1,846.55 5.54"

Ability Level 3 4,963.88 1,656.29 4.97"

Achievement Pattern 2 7,549.89 3,774.95 11.32"

Interaction 6 7,793.33 1,293.09 3.90"

t1thin Groups 192 64,007.53 333.37

Total 203 84,319.63

" Sisnificant bevenJ .01 lev21

"lialv.:n in term',; of i he ob:]olute difforenca r.-Jw scorcs en the
-!''.:eived-self and ideal-solf

16



.._ .... ....... ....... ___ ......

Undr Aver9r-. Over- Cof,..bincd

Aehif..7:,.-.:.r Achiever Aehic.vr Croup
-Aljlily Level

icxo Ouarfer

(N-,-,6G)
__.

______............

roan

.......

SD

(N,.:6:3)

. .

roan

. . ....

SD

(i..:.-6)

.

rean

...

SD

(N,:204)

rean SD

52.5 20.6 39.5 16.6 40.2 14.6 44.1 18.1

Quarter

(11!--51) 52.7 28.4 50.4 17.6 36.8 18.4 46.6 22.7

U-iddle Quarter
(11,-:51) 55.1 20.7 45.7 19.4 41.8 20.3 47.6 20.5

1.'nper Quarter

(11,-.51) 47.9 18.0 49.7 18.2 36.9 15.7 44.8 17.9

-- ___ - --
Ce,..lbined Levels

(H:,204) 52.1 21.9. 46.3 18.1 38.9 17.1 45.8 19.8

aTaken in terms of the absolute difference between raw scores on the
porceived.-self and the ideal-self scales.

TABLE 8

TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DISCREKAPCY SCORES° - GIRLS'

;

!:;Jrce of Variation df

,Z,Z"17

Sum.of Squares

Z .1' :7-

Neon Square

"I'

F- Ratio

long Groups: 11 7,972.75 724.80 1.94*

Ability Level 3 390.52 130.17 .35

Achievement Pattern 2 5,906.39 2,953.20 7.91"

Interaction 6 1,675.84 279.31 .75

-ithin Groups 192 71,653.42 373.18

Tolal 203 79,626.17

xSionificent at .05A-evol.
" Signifient at '.01 level

aTaken in ferm o The ab!.,olute difference between raw scores on the
.rceived-self and the ideal-self sc,-11(n.



C): ' I.)YS

Uii..r- Av,,,ro:i.:! Over

U2.viatin A(.-.hic-,..:::. 1:.-Ni l vevur ,y..ou,!r (--;roll;
. .. ......... . ......

No. ,
d 1.').

;''

r" i:O.
cf

i' ND. rf

li

(re.; -H.-r ihan I-Ie.,:nb 20 29 4 6 2 3 26 13

L6s 1I1611 Nenb 13 19 12 13 10 15 35 17

. 4 one SO of Iican 35 52 52 76 56 82 143 70

Total 68 lop GS 100 68 100 204 100

f = 4 x2 = 23.41 2r.01d

'=.Takeri in terms of the abselute difference between raw scores on the

r

rc.-::hIrived-solf and ideal-self scales.

bBy one standard deviation or more

TABLE 10

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS ACCOPD= TO PATTERN OF ACHIEVErENT
AND DEVIATION OF DISCREPANCY SCORE° FR0 THL MEAN GIRLS

Deviation

Under-
Achiever
No. p

Avcraoo
Achiever
No. ci,

Over-

Achiever
No. p

Combined

Group
No. ,)

6reafer than Meant) 18 27 10 15 5 7 33 16

Less Allan 1.1oanb 7 10 5 7 15 22 27 13

WMin 4. one SD of t.lean 43 63 53 78 48 71 144 71

lOtal 68 100 63 100 68 100 204 100

cif r- 4 X2 = 15.07 p_<.01

.i'Taken in terms of the absolute difference belween raw scores on the
forceivcd-self and ideal-self scales.

bliy one standard deviation or more
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:;lur..:[ of ft,.lation!..Wip _

i
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I
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W.
lc)] ri I

_ _

No.

per-T.:it/J.6 idcal 430 12 Y30 10 755 20 1,571 14

periv.-..:d lower than ideal 1,864 52 1,766 47 1,254 33 4,U4 44

pu:oived and ideal same 1,314 30 1,652 43 1,763 47 4,709 42

-------
re.-.:2r of Items Compared 3,608 100 3,784 100 3,772 100 11,164 100

/44m..or of Items not Compared 404 228 240 872

7o-N1 Number of

pos:..ible Comparisons 4,012 4,012 4,012 12,036

= 4 x2 348.50 p<.00|

`Ter these items studentts response on either or both of the scales was missing.

TABLE 12

CLASSIFICATION OF ITE4S ACC4rDIG TO RESPONDE.NT'S PATTERN OF
ACHIEVE:ENT AND NATURE OP RELATIONSHIP BEMEEN

PERCEIVED-SELF AND IDEAL-SELF GIRLS

- =-7:=Z--1-7:=Z:Z:: =-: ==.-.7.--.V7.---t-=== Z.= "1-

Nciure of Relationship

: 77: ==- -7. Z.=

%

:=="_='.7.1:=7 ."-7=1

OverlAc1:1,_____Tota I_
No. %

Per......Aved higher than ideal 325 9 366 9 279 7 970 8

Perceived lower than ideal 2,054 54 1,965 5! 1,735 45 5,754 50

Perceived and ideal seine 1,404 37 1,581 40 1,849 48 4,834 42

- - - _- _^ -- - _ - - - ------- - . - -
Noti!,,:r of Items Compared 3,783 100 3,912 100 3,863 100 11,558 100

N4m5cr of itens not CorTareda 229 .100 149 478

TotH Number of
Possihfe Cotcperisons 4,012 4,012 4,012 12,036

df = 4 x.2. :: 100..i3 p_<.001

':'For those items siudoni's respon on either. or bolh or the scalr:s w.1S missinq.
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r of NuT,bor of

Achievi....cnt Pattern redien ial lye
Correic:tio,ns Correldlion5

Under-Achievers -.15 to .81 .22 40 6

Average Achievers -.04 to .81 .41 56 1

Over-Achievers .03 to .84 .43 64

Combined Group -.15 to .84 .37 160 7

TABLE 14

SU:41'4ARY OF 204 CORRELATIONS BETWFEN PERCEIVED-SELF AND IDEAL-
SELF BY PATTERN OF ACHIEVE:/ENT GIRLS

Number of Number of
Achievement Pattern. Range Median Significant Negative

Correlations Correlations

Under-Achievers -.23 to.79 .29 49 7

Average Achievers -.02 to.78 .44 56 2

Over-Achievers -.14 to.95 .43 56 1

Combined Group -.23 to.95 .37 161 10

2
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TABLE 16

CLASS F I CAT ION OF STUDENTS ACCORDING TO PATTERN OF ACHIEVEMENT AND LEVEI
OF CONGRUENCE BERIEEN PERCE I VED-SELF AND I DEAL-SELF - GIRLS

Level
Under-

Achiever
No.

Average .AchieverGroupOver-

No.

Combined

No.No. %

Lower than l',1ed Ian 46 68 29 43 27 40 102 50

Equal fo or Higher
than Neel Ian 22 32 39 .57 41 60 102 50

Total 68 100 68 100 68 100 204 100

df 2 X2 = 12.84 p_<.01
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